All office swivel chairs on this double page conform to DIN EN 1335 Part 1– 3, DIN EN 12527 + DIN EN 12529
Permanent contact mechanism
The back rest follows the movement of the upper
body, the seat does not change.
The counter pressure is fixed.
Flat seat
Deep and wide shape, in foam, within a plastic
sub-shell with additional knee roll.

Permanent
contact
mechanism

Flat seat
with curved
front edge

Your advantage

Modern swivel chair with actively breathing
mesh back rest, incremental height adjustment.
With comfortable contoured flat seat with
knee roll for optimum sitting comfort.

Seat width
Seat depth
Height adjustment range
Back rest height
Cover material
Seat
Mesh back rest

480 mm
480 mm
430 – 510 mm
580 mm
100% polypropylene
100% polyester

Castors for soft floors as standard.

Swivel chair
Colour of covering
black
royal blue / black
light brown / black
orange / black

With height adjustable
arm rests (accessories)

Available colour combinations
Easy care fabric cover, black, royal blue,
light brown and orange.
Mesh back rest in black.
Frame in graphite black RAL 9011.
Accessories
Standard arm rests

Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
€

941 863-2G
941 864-2G
941 865-2G
941 866-2G
165,–

Height adjustable arm rests
Castors for hard floors, pack of 5

Ref.
€ / pair
Ref.
€ / pair
Ref.
€ / pack

Synchronous mechanism
The synchronous adjustment of the seat and
back rest angles can be individually set for your
body weight. Height adjustable back rest
with lumbar support.
Ergonomic seat
The front part slopes gently down, the rear part
of the seat slopes steeply up and supports the hips.
Sturdy plastic outer shell.

941 868-2G
40,90
941 869-2G
45,90
731 557-2G
12,95

Synchronous
mechanism

Lumbar
support

Your advantage

Not only trendy in appearance, but also
comfortable and healthy due to ergonomic
seat for optimum support of the pelvic area.

480 mm
480 mm
430 – 510 mm
580 mm
100% polypropylene
100% polyester

Castors for soft floors as standard.

14126

Swivel chairs
Colour of covering
black
royal blue / black
light brown / black
orange / black

906 www.kaiserkraft.ie

Available colour combinations
Easy care fabric cover, black, royal blue,
light brown and orange.
Mesh back rest in black.
Frame in graphite black RAL 9011.

With standard arm rests
(accessories)

Accessories
Standard arm rests
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
€

941 858-2G
941 860-2G
941 861-2G
941 862-2G
175,–

Height adjustable arm rests
Castors for hard floors, pack of 5

Ref.
€ / pair
Ref.
€ / pair
Ref.
€ / pack

SALES PHONE: 1 800 677 300 (local rate)

941 849-2G
42,90
980 022-2G
45,90
731 557-2G
12,95

14126

Seat width
Seat depth
Height adjustment range
Back rest height
Cover material
Seat
Mesh back rest

BLUE =
14 working days

